ROOFING TYPE
SPECIFIED:__________

15 LB. VAPOR BARRIER
ON 1/2" O.S.B. ROOF SHEATHING

WOOD TRUSS AT 24" O.C.

FASCIA BOARD

PRESSURE TREATED BOARD IN CONTACT
W/ CONC. WALL ANCHOR WITH 1/2" DIA.
BOLTS AT 48" O.C. MAX. GROUT SOLID

8" CONCRETE BLOCK WALL WITH
HORIZONTAL REINFORCING AT 24" O.C.
AND "4 VERTICAL REINFORCING AT 48" O.C.
GROUT SOLID

CONTINUOUS CONCRETE FOOTING W/
(1) "4 AT BOTTOM

1'-0"

PUT DIMENSIONS AT THE CIRCLES

CITY OF MESA – FOR REFERENCE ONLY – EXAMPLE
ROOFING TYPE
SPECIFIED:______________

15 LB. VAPOR BARRIER
ON 1/2" O.S.B. ROOF SHEATHING

Wood rafter at 24" O.C.
Metal ties at rafter

Pressure treated board in contact
W/ Conc. wall, anchor with 1/2" dia.
Bolts at 48" O.C. max. Grout solid

Fascia to match exist.

8" Concrete block wall with
Horizontal reinforcing at 24" O.C.,
And #4 Vertical reinforcing at 48" O.C.
Grout solid

Continuous concrete footing w/
(1) #4 at bottom

Garage/shed wall

Put dimensions at the circles

Property address=

City of Mesa - For reference only - Example